Built environment factors constrain individual level behaviors and choices, and thus are receiving increasing attention to assess their influence on health. traditional regression methods have been widely used to examine associations between built environment measures and health outcomes, where a fixed, prespecified spatial scale (e.g., 1 mile buffer) is used to construct environment measures. However, the spatial scale for these associations remains largely unknown and misspecifying it introduces bias. We propose the use of distributed lag models (DlMs) to describe the association between built environment features and health as a function of distance from the locations of interest and circumvent a-priori selection of a spatial scale. Based on simulation studies, we demonstrate that traditional regression models produce associations biased away from the null when there is spatial correlation among the built environment features. inference based on DlMs is robust under a range of scenarios of the built environment. We use this innovative application of DlMs to examine the association between the availability of convenience stores near california public schools, which may affect children's dietary choices both through direct access to junk food and exposure to advertisement, and children's body mass index z scores.
B uilt environmental factors and community resources may be critically important determinants of disease because they directly constrain individual choices and behaviors. 1, 2 For example, environment attributes near or around schools, particularly the availability of commercial establishments offering "junk" food, are under scrutiny as possible contributors to the childhood obesity epidemic. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] convenience stores are an example of establishments that sell high energy, low nutrition foods. the availability of convenience stores near schools may increase children's junk food consumption, directly through purchasing on the way to and from school and indirectly through excess exposure to advertising, 8, 9 and affect children's weight status. 3, 4 the spatial scale used to construct environmental measures is an important consideration in efforts to estimate associations between built environment factors and health. 10 a common approach is to construct a buffer (i.e., a circular area) around locations of interest (e.g., schools) and count environment features (e.g., number of convenience stores) within the buffer. Studies that use buffers to measure environment attributes typically choose the buffer's radius in an ad hoc manner, sometimes justifying the selected radius by distance travel time (e.g., children could walk ½ mile in 5-10 minutes 11, 12 ). However, the causally relevant distances within which environment features may affect health remain unknown, 10 and empirical methods to determine them are understudied or do not perform well. 13, 14 incorrect spatial scale selection when assessing environment-health associations can yield incorrect inferences. 15, 16 For instance, consider data generated from the model Y X A = + ( )+ ∈ α β 5 , where , β ≠ ( ) 0 5 X A , is an environmental measure constructed within a 5-mile buffer, while ∈ is a residual error. not knowing the true buffer size, suppose we instead fit Y X A = + ( )+ ′ ∈ θ θ 0 1 3 . if the environment measure computed from distance 3 to 5 miles from the locations, say X A 3 5 air pollution during prior periods (i.e., "lagged" exposures). For built environment research, we define the lagged exposure as the environment feature between two radii, r l −1 and r l from study locations, l L = … 1 2 , , , , where r 0 0 = ; e.g., the lagged exposure is the number of convenience stores within "ring"shaped areas around schools.
let Y i be a continuous outcome measured at location i X r r l L i l l , ; , , , , − ( ) = … 1 1 2 , be an environment feature measured within a ring-shaped area 26 around location i between radii r l −1 and r l ; and r L be the maximum distance around locations beyond which there is no association between the environment feature and the outcome. the distributed lag model is
where ∈ i Ñ ( , ), 0 2 0 τ β represents the intercept. the association of the environment feature measured between radii r l −1 and r l around the locations and the outcome is β( ; ) r r l l −1 ; for instance, the difference in children's BMiz per additional convenience store between radii r l −1 and r l (Figure 1a ). new insights can be gained from the distributed lag model coefficients by examining the magnitude and pattern (shape) of β( ; ) r r l l −1 as a function of distance from locations of interest: we may be able to identify distances at which the built environment factor is strongly associated with the outcome and at which distance the association vanishes. although indirectly, this allows us to identify the spatial scales for a given outcome-exposure association.
Since the true associations between the outcome and built environment features within ring-shaped areas are likely similar in adjacent rings, we model the coefficients β( ; ) r r l l −1 as a smooth function of distance from the locations of interest using smoothing splines 22, 27 (see eappendix for implementation details; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974). While various ways for constraining the distributed lag coefficients have been proposed, 23, 25 we used a smoothing spline approach 22 since knot selection is not required and relatively fewer assumptions are imposed. Smoothing splines are an attractive option for modeling the coefficients because (1) we would not typically expect associations to change abruptly across distance, (2) they alleviate numerical/singularity problems that may arise when many locations have zero food stores between two given radii r l −1 and r l , and (3) they resolve issues regarding the choice of the number of rings by controlling the degrees of freedom used for estimating the L lag coefficients. the number of lags L < n needs to be large enough to avoid coarser estimates (see simulation section), and can be chosen so that the ring width is small enough for practical purposes (e.g., one street block).
the units of the built environment feature captured by X r r i l l ( ; ) in our application, we used the total number of convenience stores; however, other definitions could be used, such as the density of convenience stores per square mile. For density measures, the distributed lag coefficients can be readily calculated by transforming the parameters in (1): coefficients of the association between the count per unit area X r r r r ]. estimation of distributed lag model parameters can be carried out using either a frequentist or a Bayesian approach in readily available software, [28] [29] [30] and the smoothing parameter for the coefficients can be selected by representing the smooth function as mixed model or via generalized cross validation. We opted for the latter using a Bayesian approach (see eappendix for details and sample r code; http://links.lww.com/ eDe/a974) because this allows us to account for the uncertainty in the penalty parameters and easily derive the variance of estimated coefficients. ] are the widespread approach to estimate the average association between built environment measures within a buffer of radius r k [i.e., X r i k 0;
Connection Between Distributed Lag Models and Traditional Approaches
( )] and health outcomes. implicitly, traditional linear models assume that the outcome-environment association within distance r k is constant and no association beyond distance r k exists ( Figure 3a ). Our proposed distributed lag model allows us to relax both of these assumptions by allowing the coefficients to vary smoothly as a function of distance ( Figure 3B ). in addition, our model enables us to easily calculate the average buffer effect β 0; r k ( ) up to a given distance r k (e.g., the average difference in children's BMiz per one additional convenient stores within a buffer of radius r k ) by computing the average height of the solid shape depicted in Figure 1B , gives the total association within the buffer of radius r k . Dividing by the total area of the buffer, πr k 2 , yields the average association for the buffer area. in air pollution research, the simple sum of the distributed lag coefficients represents the overall health impact of a unit difference in exposure on the previous k days; in our case, the distributed lag coefficients have to be weighted by the area of the rings to obtain an analogous interpretation.
Differences in Distributed Lag Coefficients by Subject Characteristics
Distributed lag models can be expanded to allow the association between a health outcome and built environment features to vary by subject characteristics. associations between features of the built environment and children's BMiz might be different by age or grade, for instance, if school policies allow or disallow children to leave school during lunch periods depending on a child's age. to investigate whether the distributed lag effects vary according to subjects characteristics, equation (1) could include interaction terms between X r r l L
, , , , and a covariate Z i : i.e., θ r r X r r Z
;
. interaction coefficients θ r r l l − ( ) 1 ; have the usual interpretation, but the magnitude of the interaction can vary over distance from locations of interest.
Extensions of the Model
Distributed lag models can be extended in several directions to examine different types of outcomes. generalized linear distributed lag models can be used if the observed outcome Y i is binary or a count. in our motivating example, although our outcome is approximately normal, the assumption of constant variance, typical of linear models, does not hold. in this situation, a weighted distributed lag model may be used, where the error terms ∈ i are modeled as ∈ i i N w ( , / ) 0 2 τ and w i is a known weight for the ith observation. Fitting a weighted distributed lag model is rather straightforward 31 : proceeding as in weighted least squares, the outcome Y i and all covariates are
, , , , (and similarly for any additional predictors), and the distributed lag model in equation (1) is fitted to the transformed data. interpretation of the regression coefficients remains unchanged. Multilevel models to account for clustering of subjects within larger units can also be implemented (see BMiz and convenience stores example).
Simulations
We performed a simulation study to assess the distributed lag model's ability to estimate coefficients as a function of distance, and to compare the traditional linear and distributed lag models in terms of inferences for the associations at prespecified distances under various degrees of clustering in the built environment. Full details of the simulation settings are in the eappendix (http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974). in brief, we simulated 1,000 datasets by first sampling food store locations from a spatial domain with various degrees of clustering ( Figure 2) , and sampling school locations at random from the same domain. We generated outcomes from linear model (1) Figure 3B ). Distributed lag models (using with L = 100 and r L = 10) and traditional linear models using a-priori chosen distances r k = 2.5, 5, and 7.5 were fitted. the same distances were used to calculate average buffer effects β 0;r k ( ) from distributed lag models using (2) . Different sample sizes and values of model R 2 were used.
Children's BMIz and Convenience Stores in California: Data and Methods
We used Fitnessgram data for 5th and 7th grade children who attended public schools in california in 2009 to examine associations between availability of convenience stores near schools and children's BMiz. Fitnessgram data are publicly available from the california Department of education (cDe) and include measures of children's weight and height, grade (we used 5th and 7th), age (we categorized as 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 or more), sex, and race/ethnicity (we used non-Hispanic White and Hispanic only). the analysis included only two of california's most prevalent race/ethnicity groups because we were interested in illustrating how differences in distributed lag model coefficients across subgroups can be carried out. From the total eligible for analysis, n = 730,060, we followed documented data cleaning procedures 32 and sequentially excluded children missing: the identifier for the school they attended since they could not be linked to a school (cDe masks this to protect confidentiality of children who belong to subgroups of ≤10 children within the school), 7.6%; school characteristics, 3.2%; demographics (0.04%); or BMiz, 7.0%.
Participating in the Fitnesgram test is required by the State of california, and as such, informed consent is not required. all personal identifiers are removed by the cDe before making the data available to researchers. the institutional review boards of the San Francisco State University and University of Michigan approved the study.
the locations of california convenience stores were purchased from a commercial source. 33 geocodes for schools and convenience stores were cross-referenced to obtain the number of stores between two radii r l −1 and r l , l = … 1 50 , , , from each school with a maximum lag distance of r 50 = 7 miles. We obtained other school characteristics from the cDe: the total enrollment, student racial composition, percentage of children participating in the free or reduced meal program, and, from the 2000 US census, the percentage of adults with a bachelor's degree or higher residing in the school's census tract.
Due to the large number of students in the dataset, we created population subgroups defined simultaneously by sex, grade, age, and race/ethnicity. children's BMiz was averaged for each subgroup, reducing the dimension of the data without loss of information since all the available child-level covariates were categorical. We fitted weighed distributed lag models and weighed traditional linear models, using as the outcome the average BMiz among children of subgroup i in school j. We included random intercepts of schools in the traditional linear and distributed lag models to account for correlation within schools. Buffer associations were estimated for r k = ¼, ½, ¾, and 1 mile from schools. Since the role of school neighborhood characteristics (e.g., socioeconomic position) can act as confounders or mediators, 34, 35 in addition to crude models, we fitted models adjusted for student characteristics only, and models adjusted for student and school characteristics, and report all results as has been previously suggested. 35 
RESULTS

Simulation Results
We focus simulation results for the setting with n = 6,000 and R 2 0 2 = . , as it mimics the data in our motivating example, and on the comparison between the traditional linear models and the distributed lag model. additional results, including how well the distributed lag model estimates the coefficient functions β r ( ) and can therefore be used to indirectly infer the spatial scale, are summarized in the eappendix (http://links. lww.com/eDe/a974).
When the true β r ( ) is a step function (Figure 3a , top of table 1), the traditional linear model provides valid inference only when there is no clustering in the food environment or when the correct buffer size (r k = 5) is specified; otherwise, the estimated associations are biased away from the null. When a smaller buffer size is chosen, r k = 2 5 . , bias occurs in the traditional linear models due to failure to adjust for the effects at longer lags, which, because of clustering in the environment, are correlated with both the outcome and the exposure measured within the smaller buffer size (i.e., omitted variable bias). When the selected buffer size was larger (e.g., r k = 7 5 . ), bias in traditional linear model estimates was smaller; however, standard errors of the estimated coefficients were underestimated yielding invalid inference (e.g., very low coverage). the distributed lag model provided good inference regardless of the spatial clustering in the environment, except when r k = 5 was selected as the prespecified buffer size. this is because the distributed lag model cannot accurately estimate associations at the distance where the step occurs (see eFigure 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974).
More realistically, when the true β r ( ) is a smooth function ( Figure 3B , bottom of table 1), we see the same pattern of bias in the traditional linear model estimates. in contrast, estimates from the distributed lag model exhibit correct inferences at all prespecified radii. the distributed lag model performed better than the traditional linear model except in cases (2) with values of † obtained from functions depicted in Figure 3 . larger values of r k result in smaller true buffer effects β 0;r k ( ) because with larger distances contribution to the numerators in the sum become smaller (or zero after r = 5), but the denominator still increases. est. beta is the mean of estimates in 1,000 datasets. coverage rate is the percent of 95% confidence intervals (in tlM) or 95% credible intervals (in DlM) including the true association. SD (beta) is the standard deviation of 1,000 estimates. Mean (Se) is the mean of 1,000 standard error estimates. a SD (beta) and mean (Se) are multiplied by 1,000 for readability. DlM indicates distributed lag model; tlM, traditional linear model.
where the fitted traditional models coincide with data generating models assuming an unrealistic step function for the effects of the built environment over distance. to further examine assumptions used by the fitted distributed lag models, we conducted additional simulations: we specified different numbers of lags (i.e., L = 25, 50, 200); and we assumed different maximum distance r L = 3 20 , . Using the smaller L = 25 resulted in smoother distributed lag coefficients because the distributed lag coefficients are estimated in wider ring shaped area and thus become coarser. a larger number of lags (L = 200) yielded similar results as L = 100, as constraining the effects via smoothing splines protects against singularity problems when the rings are too narrow. When the maximum distance was shorter than needed, r L = 3, we observed bias in the distributed lag coefficients when there is clustering of locations in the built environment. However, the amount of bias in estimates of the average buffer effect at r k = 2 5
. was less than that from traditional linear models. results were consistent to those with r L = 10 when the maximum distance used to fit the distributed lag models was equal to 20. in additional simulations, we examined the use of the deviance information criteria for model selection 36 and the impact of modeling spatial correlation in the outcome. When data were generated assuming environmental effects follow a step function (Figure 3a) , deviance information criteria selected the correct buffer size among traditional linear models and selected the traditional linear over the distributed lag model (etable 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974). However, in the more realistic scenario that assumes environmental effects decay smoothly with distance ( Figure 3B ), deviance information criteria selected a smaller buffer size than needed among traditional linear models. When power to detect environmental effects was high, deviance information criteria selected the distributed lag model; but, when power was low, it selected the traditional linear model about half of the time. However, because the traditional linear model with minimum deviance information criteria consistently produced biased estimates (etable 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974), even for cases where it selected the traditional linear model, it produced estimates with larger bias compared with distributed lag model estimates. Similar to using R 2 for model selection in built environment applications, 14 deviance information criteria may not be a reliable tool to select either among traditional linear models or between distributed lag and traditional linear models, particularly if environmental factors have a low effect size and effects are hypothesized to decay smoothly with longer distances from study locations. accounting for spatial patterning in the outcome did not attenuate the magnitude of bias in estimates for the traditional linear models (etable 3; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974) probably because the spatial structures in the covariates is not captured by the spatial structure of the outcome.
Convenience Store Availability and Children's BMI
there were 601,847 students in 5,745 california public schools included in the analyses. Of these, 49% were girls, 66% were Hispanics, and 52% were 7th graders. the overall mean (SD) for children's BMiz was 0.78 (1.09), while the mean (SD) for the number of convenience stores within ¼, ½, ¾, and 1 mile around schools was, respectively, 0.18 (0.49), 0.74 (1.09), 1.61 (1.88), and 2.74 (2.87).
Figures 4a-c show the estimated distributed lag coefficients for the convenience store-BMiz association within 7 miles from schools. the crude distributed lag coefficients indicate higher convenience store availability within approximately 1.5 miles from schools was associated with higher BMiz; the coefficients were the highest within shorter distances and became negligible with longer distances. after adjusting for student characteristics and holding the availability of convenience stores constant at all other distances, the BMiz difference associated with the presence of an additional convenience store ½ mile away from schools is 0.004 (95% credible interval [ci]: 0.003, 0.006), but 0.000 (95% ci: −0.000, 0.001) at 1.5 miles. adjusting the models for school characteristics attenuated the associations, but the 95% ci continued to suggest associations for several distances less than 1 mile. table 2 compares the estimated average association between convenience stores up to ¼, ½, ¾, and 1 mile and children's BMiz in the traditional linear and distributed lag models. in the crude analysis, the estimated average associations between the number of convenience stores up to ¼, ½, ¾, or 1 mile were positive and had 95% cis suggestive of associations for both the traditional linear and distributed lag models. in the results from the distributed lag model, BMiz was 0.009 (95% ci: 0.005, 0.013) higher for each additional convenience store within ¼ mile from schools. adjusting for student characteristics alone, or for student and school characteristics, attenuated all coefficients. Overall, the coefficients from the traditional linear model tended to be larger (approximately four times larger or more) as may be expected given the bias observed in the simulations for these models in the presence of spatial correlation in the built environment.
We investigated whether associations differed by grade (5th-vs. 7th-grade children), sex (girls vs. boys), and race/ ethnicity (non-Hispanic Whites vs. Hispanics). We hypothesized that this would be the case since (1) 7th graders might have different behaviors and characteristics (e.g., greater ability to walk farther distances and more pocket money), and (2) previous studies have observed differences by sex, and race/ethnicity. 4 to assess this, we included in the model indicators of 7th grade, female sex, and Hispanic ethnicity in the school as interacting covariates. the associations did not differ by individual characteristics (eFigure 1; http://links.lww. com/eDe/a974).
DISCUSSION
We proposed using distributed lag modeling to examine associations between built environment factors and health outcomes. the distributed lag model approach is based on constructing environment measures within ring-shaped regions around sample locations, and constraining the coefficients to follow a smooth association over distance. the approach has the distinctive advantage of revealing how associations between features of the built environment and health are distributed across distances (up to a maximum distance) from locations of interest. Hence, distributed lag models can help generate empirical evidence regarding the most relevant spatial scales for a given health outcome and built environment attribute. For instance, because the distributed lag coefficients for convenience store availability in our BMiz case study become indistinguishable from zero at around 1 mile, 1 mile buffers rather than the widely used ½ mile buffer may be more appropriate for studies involving children's exposure to convenience stores. Distributed lag models, however, do not require the use of prespecified buffers. When average associations within a predetermined buffer size are of interest, distributed lag model coefficients can be used calculate them more accurately and with higher precision than commonly used traditional linear models.
Distributed lag models rely on specifying a maximum distance, beyond which we assume no association between the outcome and the built environment factors. Violation of this assumption might bias estimated distributed lag coefficients, as they would be confounded by associations with features beyond the maximum distance when spatial correlation exists in the built environment. While traditional approaches require speculating about the distance where effects may be present, distributed lag models' single requirement is less stringent: specifying a distance beyond which there is no association and simultaneously permitting examination of whether these effects are indeed vanishing with distance.
in our case study, we examined the association between convenience store availability and children's BMiz scores using data on 5th-and 7th-grade non-Hispanic White and Hispanic children using the 2009 Fitnessgram surveillance data. in models adjusted for individual (and area) level factors, the magnitude of the distributed lag coefficients and their 95% ci suggested that convenience store availability within 1 mile from schools was associated with higher BMiz; associations did not differ by student characteristics (grade, sex, race/ethnicity). the associations, which only accounted for one feature of the environment, were relatively small magnitude and, although they may not be as meaningful at the individual level, they may be important at the population level. 37 When comparing buffer associations between the models, we found that estimates using traditional linear models were usually higher than those from distributed lag models, possibly due to bias induced by spatial clustering of convenience stores. Several extensions of the distributed lag model are possible, which would overcome some of its limitations. the distributed lag model assumes that relevant areas have a circular shape around schools; the circular shape provides comparability to results obtained using traditional methods and buffers around the outcome locations. Future work can construct areas around the outcome locations from shapes derived using street-network distances. the model proposed here estimated the overall association between the built environment and health, but did not examine how or if the association varies spatially across locations, although such extensions are possible. 38 Finally, although the distributed lag model approach breaks new ground by helping to explore the spatial scale of built environment effects, it does not fully capture the complexity of the built environment. Methodologic work is needed that permits consideration of several environmental features simultaneously, which may or may not be associated with each other or with the outcome at different spatial scales.
Future work should examine the relative performance of other methods to constrain distributed lag coefficients in the context of built environment data; we used smoothing splines as they are straightforward to implement in available software. alternative methods that can reduce the estimated uncertainty in the first few lags (see Figure 4 and eFigure 2; http://links.lww.com/eDe/a974), which is due to a preponderance of zero features near locations of interest, should be explored. For instance, approaches are of interest that smooth differentially depending on the lag l. 23 Smoothing the coefficients using gaussian Process priors, previously compared with smoothing splines 39 but not in the context of built environment data, may have the advantage of directly linking the amount of smoothing to the width of the rings where built environment features are counted (as suggested by an anonymous reviewer) thus potentially addressing issues related to zero counts within rings. Other gaussian Process priors-based approaches may be used to directly estimate the most relevant buffer size. 25 the utility of kernel-averaged predictor models, which formalize the idea that the observed outcome is likely to depend on the value of the covariate at the location of interest and on a weighted average of the covariate over an area centered around the location, 40 should also be explored.
although distributed lag models have a long history, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of these models to study built environment and health associations. this innovative application of distributed lag models can shed light on the relevant distances within which built environment features may affect health.
